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ENCHEN AIR 2 Plus Hair Dryer
Tired of electrifying hair and all you dream of is a shiny hairstyle without frizz? You can achieve it with the ENCHEN AIR 2 Plus hair dryer.
The product is distinguished by its powerful  motor and allows you to quickly dry your hair with hot or cool air,  without generating too
much noise. What's more, it maintains a constant temperature and ionizes the air, so at the end you get the effect of soft, smooth hair
without using additional cosmetics! The foldable design will allow you to conveniently store the dryer or take it with you on almost any
trip.
 
Hair like after leaving the salon
Now your hair can look like it has just been styled by a stylist! ENCHEN AIR 2 Plus ionizes the air as it dries, allowing millions of negative
ions to settle on the surface of the hair, making it moisturized, smoother and more manageable. The negative ions neutralize the effect
of the positive ones, so hair stops electrifying and can finally look perfect in any situation.
 
Instant hair drying
What makes the ENCHEN AIR 2 Plus so efficient? The dryer is equipped with a powerful 1,800-watt motor that delivers powerful blasts
capable of drying your hair in an extremely short time. In addition, the dryer nozzle rotates 360°, making it easier for you to reach every
strand. It only takes about 5-10 minutes to dry your long hair and get the effect of a healthy and moisturized hairstyle all the way to the
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ends! At the end of styling, use the Cool Shot button - the cold air will make your hair shine even more! 
 
Dry, but not overdried
ENCHEN AIR 2 Plus hair dryer will make it easier for you to take care of your hair every day and take care of its perfect condition! How is
it possible? An intelligent system keeps the temperature at a constant level, and if the temperature rises above the expected level, the
device will automatically turn off. Such a solution prevents the dryer from overheating, and, most importantly, guarantees that too high a
temperature will not dry out your hair. 
 
Additional amenities
It  is  worth  noting  a  few  details  that  make  ENCHEN  AIR  2  Plus  so  convenient  to  use.  The  specially  designed  air  intake  avoids  hair
entanglement, and thanks to the folding design, transporting and storing the dryer won't cause you the slightest problem. The dryer is
really lightweight (450 g) and is equipped with a 1.8-meter cable, which will guarantee you full comfort while drying. In addition, the use
of high-quality materials makes the dryer safe to use, and the risk of burns is practically non-existent.
 
Included
Hair dryer x 1
Replacement nozzle (concentrator) x 1
Instruction manual x 1
Manufacturer
ENCHEN
Model
AIR 2 Plus
Weight
450 g
Dimensions
162 x 80 x 252 mm (without nozzle) 187 x 80 x 252 mm (with nozzle)
Rated power
1800 W
Rated voltage
220 V
Cable length
1.8 m

Price:

Before: € 32.4966

Now: € 30.00
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